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Where are we going?



Challenges of problem solving

Why we need a method

The four S’s

State the problem

Structure the problem

Solve the problem

Sell the solution

Discussion – Q&A

Agenda





Kevin Rollins 
becomes CEO
July 16, 2004

DELL stock 
price

- Slowing growth
- Declining market share

Recalls 4 MM laptops –
exploding batteries

HP becomes #1 in 
global PC market share

Missed multiple 
analysts’ estimates

-SEC accounting investigation
-DELL restates income for 4 yrs

Employee survey: declining 
confidence in top leadership



Whoops, something went wrong…
Unexpected Problem



If you were 
Michael Dell, what 
would you do?



How many managers solve problems…



Othello 

Hamlet



Analysis
Paralysis 

Jumping to 
solutions



Why should we care about 
complex problem solving?
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Inspires & motivates others

Displays integrity & honesty

Solves problems & analyzes issues

Drives for results

Communicates powerfully & prolifically

Collaborates & promotes teamwork

Builds relationships

Displays technical or professional expertise

Displays a strategic perspective

Develops others

Solves problems & analyzes issues

%

Zenger, J. and J. Folkman, The Skills Leaders Need at Every Level.
Harvard Business Review, July 30, 2014

What management skills do you need most?
Most important competencies across all management positions (n>300K)



Which of the following would you say are 
the most critical skills for employees in 
your organization to possess today? 

Q



70% expect importance 
of problem solving to 
increase over next 3 yrs



Future of Jobs report



What top employers want from MBA grads



What top employers want from MBA grads



What top employers want from MBA grads



What top employers want from MBA grads



Solving complex    
problems doesn’t 
come naturally



Poor problem definition

Solution confirmation bias

Wrong framework – “Maslow’s hammer”

Reasoning by analogy

The story of how vs. the story of why

Problem solving pitfalls



The Music Industry and the Problem of Digital Music

Pitfall: Poor problem definition







Pitfalls: Reasoning by (a bad) analogy 
+ confirmation bias



Problem solving & solution selling

•Critical skillset

•Doesn’t come naturally

•Numerous pitfalls trip us up



Need a Method



State

Structure

Solve

Sell

4S Method





“If I had an hour to 
solve a problem, I’d 
spend 55 minutes 
thinking about the 
problem and five 
minutes thinking 
about solutions.”

- Albert Einstein



State the Problem: 
The TOSCA Framework



• Mario, Tosca’s lover, has been arrested and will be executed tomorrow.

• Tosca is understandably worried. 
• She wants to get Mario out of jail alive and escape with him.

• Tosca is virtuous – there are things she won’t do, even to save Mario.
• Scarpia, the police chief (who decides Mario’s fate) wants exactly those things.

How to save Mario without yielding to Scarpia?



TOSCA Problem 
Definition 

Framework
Mario, Tosca’s lover, has been arrested 
and will be executed tomorrow.

Trouble: What symptoms make this 
problem real and present? 

Tosca is understandably worried. Owner: Whose problem is it?
She wants to get Mario out of jail alive and 
escape with him.

Success: What will success look like 
and when?

Tosca is virtuous – there are things she 
won’t do, even to save Mario.

Constraints: What must be abided 
by in solving the problem? 

Scarpia, the police chief (who decides 
Mario’s fate) wants exactly those things.

Actors: Who has a stake in the 
problem & what do they want?

How can Tosca save Mario without 
yielding to Scarpia?

Core question: Summary 
statement addressing each TOSCA 
element.



Core question to be answered

Trouble: What symptoms make this problem 
real and present? 

Success criteria: What will success look like 
and when?

Owner: whose problem is this?

Actors: What stakeholders have a say in how the 
problem is solved and what do they want?

Constraints: What must be abided by in solving 
the problem?

TOSCA worksheet

• Facts, not questions
• Facts indicating a gap between 

reality and an aspiration
• As specific as possible

• ONE owner, but can be a collective

• Resource limitations: time, budget, 
technology, etc.

• Social/cultural conventions
• Political considerations (stakeholders)

SMART: 
• Specific, measurable, achievable, 

relevant, time-bound 

• Who is interested in the problem-
solution AND has the power to 
influence the process and outcome?

• Summary statement addressing each TOSCA element.
• Use “how might…?” rather than “how should…?”



A bad 
core 

question 

How do we stop (or drastically
reduce) the illegal sharing of
music files to protect the
business of selling CDs?

• Music industry: trouble = 
declining sales, not “piracy”



Structure

4S Method



Structuring a problem



Structuring problems using issue trees

• Comprehensive overview of 
all factors impacting problem 

• Breaks issues/questions into 
smaller ones

• Encourages use of 
frameworks

• Used for new problems, 
project starts, or opening 
discussions w/ stakeholders

• Made up of questions
• Provide a path for developing 

a solution

WHAT/HOW?

ISSUE TREE



Issue 1 
(question)

CORE 
QUESTION

FROM TOSCA
Issue 2 

(question)

Issue 3 
(question)

Sub-issue

Sub-issue

Sub-issue

Sub-issue

At each level, 
breakdowns are MECE

Each issue & sub-
issue is a question

Structuring problems with issue trees

Sub-issues are 
consistent

Issues & sub-issues are relevant



Exclusive

Mutually

Collectively

Exhaustive

When breaking down an overarching question into component 
parts, the resulting component issues must be mutually 

exclusive and collectively exhaustive. 

No overlap

No gap

MECE Principle

The parts fit together and 
cover the whole picture 

like a jigsaw puzzle



A simple example

How can I reduce my 
grocery bill each month 

by 20%? 

Reduce 
volume?

Reduce cost?

WHAT/HOW?

ISSUE TREE

Eat less?

Eat out 
more?

Lower-
quality?

Discounts/ 
sales/bulk?



How can Starbucks 
France increase 
total profits by X%
by the end of next 
year?

Business-specific 
framework

How can 
Starbucks 
increase profits 
from existing 
stores?

What changes in 
the store 
network 
(add/remove) 
would increase 
profits?

What are the 
opportunities in 
new (non retail) 
businesses?

How can Starbucks 
drive additional 
revenues from 
existing consumers?

How can Starbucks 
attract new 
consumers?

How can Starbucks 
improve its variable 
profit margin?

To what extent can 
Starbucks reduce 
operating costs 
without hurting 
revenues?

Average ticket?

Frequency/loyalty?

Wider product choice?

Faster queues?

Greater awareness?

Cheaper menu items?

Product mix?

Price adjustments?

Purchasing optimization?

Staffing levels?

Food waste?

Insights

Use frameworks for more insightful breakdowns

At the last level, limits to 
MECEness inevitably arise



Broadly
applicable

Narrowly
Applicable

FUNCTIONAL 
FRAMEWORKS

• Market-share breakdown (marketing)
• Five Forces (strategy)

• Valuation multiples (finance)

EXAMPLESBREAKDOWN

Limited
insights

Deeper
insights

NO FRAMEWORK
(LOGICAL 

BREAKDOWNS)

• Past vs. future

• Qualitative vs. quantitative 

• Current ideas vs. other options

INDUSTRY 
FRAMEWORKS

• Same store growth vs. new stores 
(retail)

• Customer lifetime value marketing)

Structuring problems with frameworks



4S Method



From 
structuring to 

analyses



Evaluating branches to identify solutions

PRELIMINARY 
PRIORITIZATION

FORMULATE 
HYPOTHESES

TEST 
HYPOTHESES

RE-PRIORITIZE



Prioritizing tools

Less data More data

80/20 Rule

Impact

Effort

80%

20%
Focus on the 20% of issues that will get 

you 80% impact. 

Prioritizaton Matrix

Impact
Fe

as
ib

ili
ty

1

2

3

Keep all stakeholders in mind!



Use 80/20 rule to trim the tree

Issue 1

CORE QUESTION Issue 2

Sub-issue

Sub-issue

Sub-issue

Sub-issue

Issue 3 Sub-issue

Sub-issue

• Keep the end in mind – focus on problem and solving it
• Focus effort on identifying issues with largest potential impact
• Eliminate non-essential issues to limit unnecessary work



Prioritize issues with prioritization matrix

• Use Success criteria from 
problem statement to 
define impact target

• Consider all stakeholders 
for feasibility

Impact

Fe
as

ib
ili
ty

1

2

3



Issue Analysis Planning



Issue Analysis Plan

Issue Hypothesis Rationale Analysis Sources

An unresolved 
question in tree 
that requires an 
answer (often 
“yes” or “no”) 
that will lead to 
a specific action 
being taken. 

Statement of 
belief of the 
effect the action 
taken (or not) 
will have on a 
variable related 
to successful 
resolution of 
problem.  

It provides the 
reason for 
taking action or 
not.

Conditions that 
must be true for 
hypothesis to be 
true. 

Supporting 
rationales clarify 
necessary data 
and analyses.

Necessary data 
and analyses 
that should be 
performed to 
confirm or 
refute 
hypothesis.

Location of 
needed data or 
existing analysis.



How can Starbucks 
France increase 
total profits by X%
by the end of next 
year?

How can 
Starbucks 
increase profits 
from existing 
stores?

What changes in 
the store 
network 
(add/remove) 
would increase 
profits?

What are the 
opportunities in 
new (non retail) 
businesses?

How can Starbucks 
drive additional 
revenues from 
existing consumers?

How can Starbucks 
attract new 
consumers?

How can Starbucks 
improve its variable 
profit margin?

To what extent can 
Starbucks reduce 
operating costs 
without hurting 
revenues?

Average ticket?

Frequency/loyalty?

Wider product choice?

Faster queues w/ kiosks?

Greater awareness?

Cheaper menu items?

Product mix?

Price adjustments?

Purchasing optimization?

Staffing levels?

Food waste?

Starbucks France Issue Tree



Issue Hypothesis Rationale Analysis Sources

Example Analytic Plan for Starbucks France

Should 
Starbucks 
France invest 
$25MM in 
automated 
kiosks?

Yes – we 
believe making 
the investment 
will reduce 
average wait 
times by 20%, 
thereby 
reducing 
walkouts and 
increasing 
profitable 
transactions.

Competitors are 
not investing in 
similar 
technology 
(thereby 
providing SF 
with value prop 
advantage.

Reduced wait 
times reduce 
walkouts.

Sufficient ROI.

Average wait 
time of stores 
with kiosks vs 
stores without.

Benchmarking 
review of 
competitor 
investments. 

Correlation of 
wait times and 
walkouts.

NPV.

Retail or fast food 
industry reports of 
kiosk use.

Pilot store project.

Competitive 
benchmarking.

Store observations 
(wait times and 
walkouts).

Kiosk vendor. 
Accounting 
department. 



When deductive 
analytical 

approaches 
don’t work



What is design thinking?



Design thinking =
a disciplined, user-centered approach 

to creative problem solving



When is design thinking useful?

Depends on type of problem…



3 types of problems

Known knowns Known unknowns Unknown (but 
knowable) unknowns

1 2 3

You know how to 
solve something.

You know ways to 
find out how to 

solve them.

You don’t know how 
to solve them 

because you don’t 
know the causes.

blindspots



Your view

Your blindspot

Blindspots = creative opportunities



3 types of problems

Known knowns Known unknowns Unknown (but 
knowable) unknowns

1 2 3

You know how to 
solve something.

You know ways to 
find out how to 

solve them.

You don’t know how 
to solve them 

because you don’t 
know the causes.

Not all types of problems are best suited for a design thinking approach



Known knowns Known unknowns Unknown (but 
knowable) unknowns

1 2 3

Bad weather during flight. 
Switch off autopilot.

My smartphone crashed.
What caused this?

User ignores my solution.
Why?

Required activities:
execution 

Required approach:

checklist thinking

Required activities:
test, search, sort, solve 

Required approach:

analytical thinking

Required activities:
immersion, engagement

Required approach:

design thinking



Problems amenable to design thinking

• Ill-defined
•Uncertain
•Complex
•Human-centered



How?
The design thinking process



IDEO Design Thinking Framework



Empathize
Deep understanding of the 
audience for whom you are 

designing



Understand Users’ POV:
Immerse, Observe, Engage

TRY - Immersion LOOK - Observation ASK - Engagement

1 2 3

Immerse yourself in 
experience of user.
Uncover hurdles, pain 

points, frustrations, etc.

Observe what 
people do.

From a distance, 
capture insights about 
users. Be unobtrusive.

Capture what 
people say they do.

Open-ended 
interviews where 

people feel 
comfortable.



Define
Redefining and focusing 
your question based on 
insights from empathy 

stage



Ideate

Harnessing diverse 
perspectives to brainstorm 

creative solutions



Prototype
Building a representation 
of one or more ideas to 

show to others 



Test
Returning to original user group 

with prototype to test 
assumptions & get feedback



Solving the wrong problems precisely

“How can we maximize the number of child patient scans 
per day while reducing the cost of anesthetizing?”

Best Practice
General anesthesia should be preferred 
in preterm or small children as safety 
and success are predictable. 
For optimal performance trained, 
experienced and certified personnel, 
appropriate drugs for the individual patient 
risk profile and sufficient monitoring 
equipment are essential.

Schulte-Uentrop, L. & Goepfert. M.S. 
(2010). Anesthesia or sedation for MRI in 
children. Current opinion in 
anesthesiology 23(4):513-7. 

80%



Doug Dietz
GE



Seeing through new eyes

User: Young kids with cancer
Need: Play and have fun; feel like a normal kid
Insight: Kids participate when they perceive it as an adventure

“How might we turn MRI scans for children (who 
fear medical treatment) into an adventure?”

10%



4S Method



Backs up key line

Facts, analyses, 
additional points

Conveys recommendation

Supports core message

Why? è Reasons
or How? è Actions

CORE
MESSAGE

KEY LINE

SUPPORT

Pyramid Principle



So, what 
should we do 

about X?"

CEO You

Best answer: 
Concise and coherent
pitch: one sentence 

statement of 
recommendation, 
followed by a few   

core reasons, each 
with some supporting 

facts or analytic results

60 second elevator pitch



Pyramid building: Top down vs. bottom up



The hard way: top-down

Use a question-answer flow
• What is your answer to the core question from TOSCA? 
à Governing Thought

A B C
Develop the key line
• What questions does the solution raise in the problem 

owner’s mind? e.g., how? in what way? why?
• The key line points should answer these questions

aaa bbb c c c
Find support
• What findings do we have to support each key-line point?
• Cluster findings around key-line points

Core



The easier way: bottom-up

c b a b
acabc

x y ▪ Lay out your findings on a table, floor, wall, or board.  
▪ Express your findings as complete sentences (with verbs), 

not as labels (such as topics)

▪ Look for patterns that lead you to cluster ideas, such as 
effects, observed facts, examples, reasons, benefits

▪ Write a statement that summarizes each cluster.  
▪ Express each point as a complete sentence

▪ Create a core message that encapsulates Governing Thought
▪ A summary is not enough. Ask ”So What?”

a a a
b b b

c c c

a a a b b b c c c

Core

A B C



Collectively exhaustive
Taken together, key-line 
points support or detail the 
core message completely

Mutually exclusive
Key-line points do not 
overlap in terms of content

B CA

Core 
message

C EME

Groupings are based on MECE



GROUPING

ARGUMENT

SITUATION

CORE MESSAGE

COMPLICATION RESOLUTION

Alternative storyline patterns

REASON OR 
DETAIL

REASON OR 
DETAIL

REASON OR 
DETAIL

CORE MESSAGE



Example

▪ First you describe the 
situation that gives rise 
to the problem you are 
addressing

▪ "For the past ten years, 
we have enjoyed a near 
monopoly in our key 
markets"

S-C-R: the “Swiss knife” of argument patterns

▪ "How are we going to 
respond?"

▪ It raises a question in 
the readers mind

▪ “Start a new marketing 
campaign and loyalty 
program”

▪ You answer the 
question, with a 
governing thought 
that resolves the 
problem

Description

Situation

▪ Then you explain why 
things have become 
more complicated

▪ "Now deregulation is 
opening us up to 
competition"

Complication

Resolution

Question



“Four score and seven years ago, our 
fathers brought forth on this continent a 
new nation, conceived in Liberty, and 
dedicated to the proposition that all men 
are created equal. 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, 

testing whether that nation or any nation 
so conceived and so dedicated can long 
endure. 

[…We are] dedicated to the great task 
remaining before us […] that this nation, 
under God, shall have a new birth of 
freedom, and that government of the 
people, by the people, for the people shall 
not perish from the earth.”

Situation

Complication

Question

Resolution

SCR Example: Gettysburg Address



State

Structure

Solve

Sell

4S Method

Discipline Structure Confidence
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Please stay connected
corey.phelps@mcgill.ca


